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* Michipicoten Pulp And
Paper Mill Good Possibility

by Don Pugh
Letters from Everett Biggs, of the Ministry of the Environment,
Ralph Stewart, M.P., and Bernt Gilbert,son, M.P.P. indicate that
construction of a pulp and paper mill in the Michipicoten River watershed is a possibihty The Hone Bernt Gilbertson has noted that a
comprehensive study of pulpwood resources is nearly completed by
Weyerhaeuser. With its present option on the Dubreuilville Lumber
Company, Weyerhaeuser wishes to establish a Wawa mill, capable
of utilizing all types of wood. There is rumour that the mill would be
located on the Michipicoten River system, some distance from the
mouth.
Mission citizens have expressed some concern over the possibility
of pollution of the River and Michipicoten Harbour. The Hon. Ralph
Stewart has announced that no federal incentive grants would be
provided for the mill construction unless ecological protection is
guaranteed. Technical staff from Weyerhaeuser have already met
with the Ministry of the Environment in Sault Ste. Marie to study
standards for effluent abatement, and air quality regulations. Priot
to actual construction, Weyerhaeuser must obtain a Certificate of
Approval from the Ministry of the Environment before installing
or operating sewerage and air treatment systems. It is probable
that Mission citizens will also organize to protect the present quality
of the environment.
Pressure groups such as the Algonquin Wildlands Leage, and
the Ontario Naturalist Association have for a number of years attack
ed the high level, of logging in Lake Superior Provincial Park. Since
the Lake Superior Provincial Park Master Plan has not yet been
approved by Provincial Cabinet, there is a possibility of further
heavy logging. The Hon. Bernt Gilbertson has written that although
he is not familiar with the extent of logging in the Park, he feels
that much wood, now being wasted, would be utilized by Weyerhaeuser.
Local sentiment towards the pulp mill is mixed. Few citizetis
wish to endure the penetrating odour of pulp and bleach operations
in addition to the sinter plant’s air pollution. Others feel that in
creased municipal revenue and increased use of local retail estab
lishments would be valuable. Nevertheless, should the mill be located
some twenty miles from Wawa, there would be little diret effect.
Expanded business competition for the available market would negate
the boom of industrial construction. If, like Dubreuilville, company
housing is provided on the mill site, property values in Michipicot
shouldn’t rise. Should air and water pollution occur, and with growi
pressure on hunting and fishing resources, the local tourist indust
may decline.
Michipicoten’s citizens are interested in Weyerhaeuser’s plans.
It is hoped that further information will soon be available concerning
the Company’s developmental plans.

